
Instalogic specializes in the day-to-day management of your email platform so you can focus on your business. We make it simple 
for your company to communicate and get things done by offering a variety of email hosting services to meet your business needs.

Business Web Hosting Made Simple

INSTALOGIC WEBSITE HOSTING SOLUTIONS

Email Lite is a complimentary feature of Hosted Websites. Alternatively, Cloud DNS may be used with your own email provider.
For advanced email services, ask us about our hybrid email solutions

Hosted Websites *

•     99.9% Uptime and Data Backup
•     Secure Linux® (LAMP) or Windows Server® (.NET)
•     Domain Name Registration / SSL Security

Cloud DNS

•     Easy Domain Migrations
•     Reliable Server Uptime Worldwide
•     Managed Instalogic DNS, No Cost

Hosted Email Lite *

•     Obtain up to 100 Email Accounts
•     1GB Storage per Account
•     Spam Filtering & Virus Protection

Hosted Files

•     Unlimited Storage for Files and Media
•     Pay-As-You-Grow Pricing
•     Easy to Use Control Panel

*
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On The WebOn Your Desktop On Your Mobile

Hosted Websites

Shared hosting plans offer scalable traffic, numerous email accounts and marketing tools, as well as disk space allotments 
from 5 GB to 30 GB. All plans are backed by our advanced technology infrastructure housed in data centers across the globe 
and with more than 10 years experience providing global web solutions to businesses like yours.

Maximize Uptime

Your sites have to stay up and running, but you don't want the hassle of dealing with infrastructure and servers. We get it. 
That's why we promise 99.9% uptime for web hosting.  Worried about traffic spikes? Don't be. Our web hosting handles a 
grand total of 500 billion web requests per year. We'll add server resources to handle sudden surges in traffic to your sites.

The strength of our infrastructure and support systems make it possible for Instalogic to offer a genuine 99.9% Uptime 
Guarantee covering all websites hosted on our network / servers.

Supported Website Features

Our hosting packages support a wide variety of features that enable your websites to do almost anything:

 • Linux® (LAMP) or Windows Server® (.NET)
 • Built-in load balancer (Web server)
 • Built-in redundancy (Web server, database, storage, admin, load balancer)
 • Patching & upgrades (Infrastructure & LAMP/.NET stack)
 • MySQL and Microsoft SQL databases
 • PHP, Perl, Python, Ruby on Rails
 • Managed Instalogic DNS, no cost
 • SSL certificates
 • Domain name registration
 • POP/IMAP email mailboxes
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Hosted Email Lite

Our hosting packages can provide up to 100 email accounts.  Each account comes with 1GB of storage and a 50MB 
attachment limit.

Sending & Receiving across multiple data centers, we maintain over 3,500 mail servers moving more than 50 million 
messages a day. Using simple, scalable inbound and outbound mail servers, traffic spikes are efficiently spread across data 
centers and new servers are deployed on demand. All of this happens without a blip in service on your end. 

With our highly specialized, directed teams and processes focused on your email, you can go back to focusing on your 
business.

With Instalogic, you get exceptional support and affordable, feature-rich business email and the strongest threat detection 
structure in the industry. We combined the best of our threat scanning capabilities with industry leaders in spam and virus 
protection. Before a message enters your mailbox, it undergoes four independent, threat blocking scans.

How Do We Deliver?

We are vigilant on multiple fronts to guarantee on demand email performance every time you hit “send”: 

 • Sending & Receiving — Across multiple data centers, we maintain over 3,500 mail servers moving more than 50  
  million messages a day. Using simple, scalable inbound and outbound mail servers, traffic spikes are efficiently  
  spread across data centers and new servers are deployed on demand. All of this happens without a blip in 
  service on your end. 

 • Secure Mail Storage — If a catastrophe wipes out your systems, it won’t wipe out mail data. Two live copies are 
  always available, plus a third offline backup. Messages are backed up daily and retrievable up to 14 days later. 

 • System Metrics & Alerts — Real-time monitoring tells us immediately if there’s a broken link in our system 
  before it affects  your inbox. All day, every day from over 20 locations on five continents, we test mail delivery,  
  server availability, and  security. When a problem arises, dozens of experienced engineers handle the problem 
  and plan to prevent reoccurrence. 

 • Our People — Engineers and developers are the foundation of our guarantee. We’ve assembled functional 
  teams dedicated to individual aspects of mail delivery. Within these teams, developers designing new features  
  and fixes work alongside engineers responsible for troubleshooting and keeping the systems running. So if   
  something goes wrong, the people who built the systems are working in sync with the people expected to fix it. 

With our highly specialized, directed teams and processes focused on your email, you can go back to focusing on your 
business.
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Spam & Virus Protection

Spam used to be annoying. Now, it’s dangerous. As many as 75% of businesses report virus infections from incoming email. 
Email is now the leading entry point for network threats like viruses, Trojans, and worms. Lost productivity from checking 
and deleting spam and the expense of rallying the IT department to fix and recover lost data costs over $20 billion a year. 
Keeping the spam menace out of your organization is not an easy or cheap proposition. The software licenses alone are 
costly. Add to that constant maintenance to ensure protection against emerging threats.

Looking For Relief?  Look To Instalogic

With Instalogic, you get exceptional support and affordable, feature-rich business email and the strongest threat detection 
structure in the industry. We combined the best of our threat scanning capabilities with industry leaders in spam and virus 
protection. Before a message enters your mailbox, it undergoes four independent, threat blocking scans: 

       • Threat Blocker #1
        Our Gatekeeper Scan. Our team of email experts developed the Gatekeeper  
        scan to evaluate a message’s compliance with rigorous, internationally 
        recognized technical standards. Messages are also checked against aggregated 
        blacklists of known spam offenders.

       • Threat Blocker #2
        Message Sniffer. Utilizing user feedback and enhanced pattern matching, 
        Message Sniffer seamlessly annihilates over 98% of spam in real time.

       • Threat Blocker #3
        Cloudmark Advanced Fingerprinting. Combining advanced message  
        fingerprinting and the Global Threat Network, Cloudmark’s comprehensive 
        system not only stops spam and phishing attempts; it also accurately identifies 
        and annihilates viruses.

       • Threat Blocker #4
        Clam AV. Incorporating a three-layer virus scan on all incoming messages, Clam 
        AV targets deceptive measures senders use to mask viruses, compares the 
        message against known virus definitions, and evaluates attachments for 
        possible viruses. 

Maintaining this comprehensive level of threat protection could cost you thousands of dollars a month to maintain. As an 
Instalogic customer, these protections are free with every mailbox you add.
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$9.99 per month

Up to 30 GB

100 Maximum

$0.65/mailbox per month

Yes

Yes

$19.99 per month

Up to 30 GB

100 Maximum

$0.65/mailbox per month 

Yes

Yes

Pricing

Storage

Included Email Mailboxes

Additional Mailboxes

24/7 FTP Access

24/7 Phone & Email Support

Managed                                            Unmanaged

Managed and Unmanaged Hosting Packages

Instalogic’s website hosting packages can be either managed or unmanaged.  Managed packages allow us to maintain your 
website, DNS, and email mailboxes.  Instalogic will be responsible for email mailbox created, modification, and removal.  
We will also make all DNS changes on your behalf.  This will allow you to focus on your business and have peace of mind 
knowing we will keep your website and email up and running.

Unmanaged hosting packages will allow you to access a personal control panel and make any changes to your hosting 
packages.  This allows you to customize your email accounts as you see fit and view website traffic reports.  You will also get 
full access to your website ftp and database settings.

The Satisfaction Guarantee

Instalogic customers have the luxury of not worrying about uptime. We guarantee all systems related to delivering your 
emails are operational. We’re that confident because we have nearly a decade of experience successfully navigating mail to 
inboxes, safely, quickly, and efficiently. 

 • Uptime backed by a money-back guarantee
 • 24x7x365 live support desk
 • Seamless transition by dedicated team of specialists
 • Team of mail and Exchange engineers working alongside you

Pricing

Instalogic hourly rate is $95 per hour for hosting modifications (not applicable to Managed Hosting Packages)


